
R Mattress Proudly Provides Full-Mattress
Service in LA
Despite the great deals and amazing
discounts, the company does not
compromise high-quality feature. 

LOS ANGELES, CA, US, September 30,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- LOS
ANGELES, CA – September 27, 2018.  R
Mattress, a reputable provider of the
high-quality mattress, is offering the
best discounts to those who want to
have a money-saving and outstanding
investment. This allows their repeat
and new clients to avoid high costs
while enjoying the product of their
option. This also enables their
customers to bring their experience up
to the maximum level because of the
comfy, smooth, and relevant
mattress.

For any purchase that costs over $499,
everyone can enjoy a $105 discount. R
Mattress’ items start at $84 per month
that last for three years with 0%
financing. Despite the great deals and
amazing discounts, the company does
not compromise high-quality feature.
They always strive to incorporate the
best features into all their products.
They remain dedicated to offer the
most comfortable and responsive
solutions to diverse clients throughout
the country. 

R mattress’ reputation of providing
lower prices create a buzz among their
customers. Aside from the online
presence, they beat their competitors’
prices by almost 10%. They guarantee
the most competitive pricing that many
customers deserve. R Mattress is known for their unmatched commitment to offering free white
glove delivery. This means their package includes setup and removal. Everyone doesn’t need to
experience the hassles of setup. They take great pride in their people because they know the
process from start to finish.

R Mattress is also proud of their free comfort guarantee that lasts within 120 days. Their clients

http://www.einpresswire.com


can return their option whenever they need and receive their money ahead of time, ensuring
optimal comfort. Having a long-term partnership with reputed companies out there, everyone is
assured of customized, aesthetic, and stylish items. They have been working with Tempurpedic,
Stearns & Foster, Sealy, Serta, Scandinavian Sleep Systems, and many more. From specialty foam
to pillow top, every product at RMattress is of the highest quality. Each is made of the finest
material, increasing people’s opportunity to acquire a worth-it investment. 

Aside from custom-made options and excellent support, RMattress has a user-friendly website.
Visitors and customers can browse the site without a hassle. The products are divided into
different categories for stress-free shopping. Everyone can shop by the firm, plush, pillow top,
and specialty foam. 

About R Mattress: 

RMattress was founded with a goal to offer a mattress system that leads to a more comfortable
and healthier night’s sleep. Over the years of service in the industry, their technology has
transformed into cutting-edge equipment. Despite the fast and innovative development of their
facilities, the commitment to delivering quality mattress remains the same. They have spent
years to develop their products to ensure the most impressive selection. They have advanced
foams and up-to-date tools. 

###

Contact them at (323) 533-0491 to process your order. For more details, don’t hesitate to visit
them at www.rmatress.com. Huge savings and tested products are what to expect along the way!

Peter Pocsaji
R Mattress
(323) 533-0491
email us here
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